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AutoCAD 2006 VBA: A Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2005
This book provides a concise guide to the kind of customization programmers can achieve
with AutoCAD 2006. It demonstrates how to use AutoCAD through short code examples written
in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). It also includes a complete quick reference that lists
all the events, methods, and properties available with...
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The Semiotic Engineering of Human-Computer Interaction (Acting with Technology)MIT Press, 2005
In The Semiotic Engineering of Human-Computer Interaction, Clarisse Sieckenius de Souza proposes an account of HCI that draws on concepts from semiotics and computer science to investigate the relationship between user and designer. Semiotics is the study of signs, and the essence of semiotic engineering is the communication between...
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OpenVPN 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	OpenVPN is one of the world's most popular packages for setting up a Virtual Private Network (VPN). OpenVPN provides an extensible VPN framework which has been designed to ease site-specific customization, such as providing the capability to distribute a customized installation package to clients, or supporting alternative authentication...
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Mastering LibGDX Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of LibGDX to create a fully functional, customizable RPG game for your own commercial title


	About This Book

	
		Learn game architecture and design patterns with concrete examples using proper software engineering principles
	
		Save time and money with this handy reference...
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The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO ScalabilityApress, 2008
Get the definitive guide on all the fundamentals of Terracotta as well as user secrets, recipes, and prepackaged frameworks.
Written by Terracotta CTO Ari Zilka and his team, The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO Scalability  covers the following:

	High...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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Beginning Windows 10: Do More with Your PCApress, 2015

	Beginning Windows 10 takes you through the new features of this amazing new operating system, revealing some of its surprising capabilities, and helping you customize it to suit you. Whether you are new to Windows, or you want to get up to speed with the latest features and changes, this book has everything you need to get started.
...
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Eclipse Modeling Project: A Domain-Specific Language (DSL) ToolkitAddison Wesley, 2009
Achieve Breakthrough Productivity and Quality with MDD and Eclipse-Based DSLs

 

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) and model-driven development (MDD) offer software engineers powerful new ways to improve productivity, enhance quality, and insulate systems...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	Android continues to be one of the leading mobile OS and development platforms driving today's mobile innovations and the apps ecosystem. Android appears complex, but offers a variety of organized development kits to those coming into Android with differing programming language skill sets.


	Android Recipes: A...
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Joomla! is one of the world's top open source content management systems, which enables you to build websites and powerful online applications. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to enhance the functionality of your website. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application...
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Instant Galleria How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Recipes to make you an expert user of the Galleria JavaScript framework


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Integrate and create themes.
	
		Extend Galleria using the API.
	
		Learn how to create mobile...
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C++ GUI Programming with Qt4 (2nd Edition) (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	The Only Official, Best-Practice Guide to Qt 4.3 Programming


	Using Trolltech's Qt you can build industrial-strength C++ applications that run natively on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X, and embedded Linux without source code changes. Now, two Trolltech insiders...
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